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Communicating About Xenotransplantation: Models
and Scenarios

Wändi Bruine de Bruin,1∗ Ümit Güvenç,2 Baruch Fischhoff,1,2 Christopher M. Armstrong,3

and Denise Caruso3

Xenotransplantation entails using organs from genetically modified animals as a way to solve
the shortage of human organs for transplantation. As with other novel technologies, if xeno-
transplantation is to be judged fairly, proponents must explain its complex, uncertain, and
unfamiliar risks and benefits. Xenotransplantation’s risks include the possibility of a recom-
binant virus infecting human transplant recipients, potentially causing an epidemic of an un-
familiar disease. Using materials vetted by scientific experts, we communicated the variables
and relationships determining this risk in three formally equivalent formats: (a) a graphic
model, (b) scenarios structured by the graphic model, and (c) both the model and the sce-
narios. Participants were randomly assigned to receiving one set of materials. They rated
them as equally clear and studied them equally long, suggesting similar ease of cognitive
processing. Compared to participants receiving the scenarios, those who received the graphic
model better identified causes and effects of the risk, and saw less risk of xenotransplantation.
Participants who received both the model and the scenarios generally showed intermediate
responses. The study demonstrates a general procedure for developing and evaluating for-
mally equivalent graphic and scenario communications regarding highly uncertain risks. In
this application to xenotransplantation, presenting a graphic representation improved peo-
ple’s understanding of the risk.

KEY WORDS: Mental models; risk perception and communication; xenotransplantation

1. INTRODUCTION

Transplantation is often the only effective ther-
apy for patients with end-stage organ failure. How-
ever, a shortage of human organ donors limits the
chances of receiving one. Over the past five years,
some 6,500 patients died annually while waiting for
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a donor organ.(1) Many other patients are just getting
by, with badly impaired organs and decreased quality
of life.

The transplantation of genetically engineered
animal organs to humans, or xenotransplantation, is
one proposed solution to the shortage of human or-
gans.(2) The threat of organ rejection, however, limits
the feasibility of this biomedical technology. Trans-
planting whole organs from genetically modified pigs
to primates has not yet been successful enough to
warrant human implantation.(3) Transplantation of
porcine islet cells to human patients with type 1 di-
abetes may be closer to widespread clinical applica-
tion.(4)

As xenotransplantation becomes more feasible,
policies are needed to manage the attendant risks,
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the most worrisome of which is zoonotic disease.(5)

Interactions between farmers and pigs have led to
zoonotic outbreaks throughout history. The more in-
timate contact created by tissue transplants could
open novel avenues for infections, most notably the
possibility of porcine endogenous retrovirus (PERV)
“jumping” species. If that happened, a human trans-
plant patient might become infected with an un-
altered or mutated PERV or a recombinant virus
that includes elements of porcine and human viruses.
Were that infection readily transmissible among hu-
mans, it could introduce an epidemic of a novel
virus dangerous to humans.(6,7) Additional risks in-
clude those of transgenic pig carcasses contaminat-
ing the food supply, transplant recipients passing
along novel retroviruses to children conceived post-
transplantation, and healthy pig organs being killed
rather than rejected, through their contact with the
viruses and bacteria in a human body.(8) Additional
ethical issues include surveillance of patients and
their sexual partners, allocation of limited resources,
and animal welfare.(9,10)

As with other technologies raising novel risks
and ethical concerns, policy decisions regarding
xenotransplantation will be shaped by the opinions
of a public that is currently largely ignorant of the
prospect. Recognizing this ignorance, surveys of pub-
lic attitudes toward xenotransplantation have found
it necessary to explain the risk of cross-species trans-
mission.(11–15) Receiving such information has typ-
ically made lay people feel less favorable toward
xenotransplantation.(12,13)

How well such survey studies predict actual pub-
lic responses to xenotransplantation depends on how
well they anticipate the information that the pub-
lic will eventually receive. It is difficult to predict
those information flows with any confidence. One
can, however, question whether a survey has pre-
sented a fair and adequate picture of xenotransplan-
tation’s risks and benefits.(16–18) Studies designed to
improve the public’s understanding of other tech-
nologies have found that doing so can decrease or
increase acceptance. Learning about carbon capture
and sequestration has led people to like it less,(19)

while learning about using nuclear energy sources in
spacecraft has led people to like it more.(20)

These last two studies used Morgan et al.’s men-
tal models approach to create communications,(21)

seeking a clear and fair picture of the processes
creating and controlling the technologies’ risks and
benefits. Morgan et al.’s mental models approach
builds on psychology’s long tradition of mental mod-

els approaches, characterizing people’s intuitive the-
ories of complex domains in their natural formula-
tion.(22–25) It is designed to capture beliefs regard-
ing complex, open systems, like those that determine
many risks (in contrast, say, to intuitive representa-
tions of syllogistic reasoning). It has been applied
to diverse health risks, such as domestic radon,(26)

breast implants,(27) vaccines,(28) and pandemic in-
fluenza.(29,30)

The first step of Morgan et al.’s mental models
approach(21) involves an expert assessment, summa-
rizing decision-relevant scientific knowledge regard-
ing the processes determining a technology’s effects.
Typically, these take the form of graphic models
akin to influence diagrams,(31,32) with nodes reflecting
variables and arrows the relationships between them.
Second, a lay assessment characterizes what members
of the target audience currently believe. A compari-
son of the two assessments reveals what people still
need to learn in order to make more informed deci-
sions about the risk. When people already have a ba-
sic mental model of the facts, communications may
focus on closing critical gaps, as well as on improv-
ing behavioral and emotional skills needed to act on
that knowledge.(21,33) However, when people know
little, communications must convey the big picture of
the decision-relevant variables and the relationships
among them. Xenotransplantation presents a com-
munication challenge of the latter kind.

The study reported below provides a general
approach to creating and evaluating fair and compre-
hensible communications, applied to xenotransplan-
tation. It contrasts the effectiveness of two basic pre-
sentation modes—graphic models and scenarios—
deriving both from the same expert assessment, so as
to ensure the equivalence of their information con-
tent.(30)

The graphic model incorporates the main fea-
tures of an influence diagram, along with text briefly
describing the presented variables and relationships.
Formal influence diagrams can produce quantita-
tive estimates of risk (if their data needs are met).
For communicating basic understanding, however, it
is enough to treat the graphs as qualitative formal
models, whose elements reflect a rough quantitative
screening for decision-relevant facts. Such precision
ensures that the key facts have been assembled and
their relationships defined.(30,34,35)

The structured scenarios describe specific instan-
tiations of the variables and relationships in the
expert assessment or graphic model, adding con-
crete detail and context. Unlike ordinary narratives,
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structured scenarios explicitly include each variable
and relationship, trying to eliminate any need to read
between the lines.(30) As with any narrative, a struc-
tured scenario has so much detail that it has a near-
zero probability of happening exactly as described.
Therefore, a set of scenarios is presented to explain
how the complex pieces fit together, telling different
stories of what might happen.

In medical decision-making research, graphic
displays have been used to communicate health risks
to patients and other members of the general pub-
lic, in terms of absolute risk magnitude, relative risk,
cumulative risk, uncertainty, and interactions among
risk factors.(36) Influence diagrams and other graph-
ical displays showing how risks emerge and can be
controlled have typically been presented only to pro-
fessional audiences such as technical experts and
policymakers.(30) Risk communications aimed at lay
audiences tend to present such information in textual
form.(30) We know of no studies that systematically
compare lay responses to formally equivalent graphic
and scenario-based communications.

In terms of basic psychological principles, graph-
ical and narrative communication methods each have
potential advantages and disadvantages. Graphic
models have the advantage of making it immedi-
ately apparent what the relevant variables are and
how they are related.(37) However, as models be-
come more abstract and complex, lay people may
experience cognitive overload, more so than experts
accustomed to navigating such displays.(38,39) Nar-
rative scenarios have the advantage of providing
compelling stories, while leading people through the
elements of the expert assessment. However, such
stories can make specific outcomes unduly easy to
imagine, leading users to overestimate their likeli-
hood without realizing how the presented conjunc-
tion of multiple events lowers the overall probability,
possibly to near zero.(28,40,41)

In the present study, we compare graphic mod-
els and structured scenarios explaining the risks of a
xenotransplantation patient becoming infected with
a recombinant virus. In a between-subject design, an
educated sample of lay people received information
covering the same variables and relationships, either
in the form of a model, three scenarios, or both sets of
materials. Presenting both forms might build on each
method’s strengths, allowing recipients to triangulate
on the two perspectives,(30) or it might produce con-
fusing information overload.(39)

We compared these communication strategies in
terms of recipients’ (a) ease of processing, (b) depth

of understanding, and (c) evaluations of xenotrans-
plantation. Ease of processing was measured in terms
of time spent answering questions and ratings of the
material’s clarity. Depth of understanding was mea-
sured with performance measures expected to favor
each strategy. That is, we predicted that model re-
cipients would be better than scenario recipients at
identifying the causes and effects of key variables and
at understanding how changes in one variable would
influence another variable. By contrast, we expected
scenario recipients to be better at producing addi-
tional scenarios. We also predicted that scenario re-
cipients would see xenotransplantation as more risky
and view it less favorably, given the greater concrete-
ness of the narratives that they received.(28,40,41)

2. METHODS

2.1. Participants

In total, 150 participants were recruited through
advertisements on an online bulletin board target-
ing students at Carnegie Mellon University. One was
omitted from the analyses because his written re-
sponses were unrelated to xenotransplantation. Par-
ticipants ranged in age from 18 to 56 years (mean =
23.0; SD = 7.4). They were 45% female, 52% organ
donors, and 79% pork eaters, with 15% having at
least some graduate education.

2.2. Materials

Participants first received a brief written intro-
duction to xenotransplantation, including three pos-
sible pathways to viral infection: (1) from an unal-
tered pig virus in the pig organ, (2) from a pig virus
that mutates into an infectious virus, and (3) from
a new infectious virus created by recombination of
a pig virus and a human virus. They then received
detailed information about recombination, commu-
nicated by means of the model, the scenarios, or their
combination.

Participants in the model condition received an
influence diagram (Fig. 1) constructed with input
from an expert panel, along with a separate sheet
providing definitions for the variables presented in
the nodes. The model reflected existing scientific
knowledge, which was initially assembled from the
research literature, then reviewed by experts in bi-
ology, public health, and related domains. Its core
shows that the probability of recombination (node
15) depends on the probability that a patient’s cell is
infected with a pig virus (node 9) and a human virus
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Table I. One of the Three Scenarios

Nancy has Parkinson’s disease. She suffers from shaking muscles, slow movement, poor balance, a fixed facial expression, and speech
problems. Nancy developed the disease in her late 40s. Over the years, her symptoms have gotten worse. Nancy is now 53 years old.

Parkinson’s disease slowly damages the part of the brain that controls muscle movement. Some doctors believe that Parkinson’s can be
treated by putting cells from the brains of pigs into the patient’s brain. This procedure is currently being tried on patients. Nancy is one
of them.

Because pig cells are so different from human cells, there is a risk that the human immune system will reject them. Genetic modification
can be used to make pig cells look less “foreign.” However, the immune system is less likely to attack brain cells than other cells in the
body. This is why Nancy receives normal pig cells that are not genetically modified.

To be on the safe side, Nancy’s doctors are still giving her mild levels of drugs to suppress her immune system. A weaker immune system
should reduce the chances that her immune system will reject the pig brain cells.

Yet, Nancy is worried when her doctor explains that there is always a chance that the pig brain cells may be infected with a pig virus that
may not be detected with tests. Moreover, in such a case, her immune system may not be able to destroy these viruses because the
immunosuppressant drugs make her immune system a little bit weaker. The doctor tells Nancy not to worry too much. Because the pig
viruses will come from pig cells that were not genetically modified, her immune system is very likely to recognize them as “foreign” and
destroy them. In addition, even if an infection occurs, it may not cause a problem.

Unfortunately, it turns out that the pig cells in Nancy’s brain harbor a class of pig viruses called PERV. Although PERV is normally
dormant in pigs, the stressful conditions of a transplant can activate them. This is what happens in Nancy’s case, and her weak immune
system is not able to destroy the virus when it leaves the pig tissue to try to infect the human cells.

PERV does not have a strong natural propensity to infect human cells, but studies have suggested that in rare circumstances they could.
Because Nancy’s PERV can infect human cells, and her immune system fails to destroy her PERV, a small number of Nancy’s brain
cells end up being infected with PERV. Fortunately for Nancy, PERV does not make her sick.

While PERV has so far not proved to be a danger to Nancy, there is the concern that it can recombine with a human virus to create a new,
dangerous virus. HERV is a type of virus that all people have. Like PERV, HERV is dormant. Because HERV is part of people’s
genome, it is impossible for the human immune system to destroy them. Therefore, like everyone else, Nancy has HERV.

HERV and PERV are very similar and it is possible for them to recombine if they meet in the same cell. Because PERV has already
infected some of Nancy’s brain cells that also have HERV, and the two viruses are very similar, they may recombine to form a new
hybrid virus. In fact, this happens in Nancy’s case.

This new virus could be very dangerous if it is more infectious and stronger than the otherwise harmless HERV and PERV. Fortunately
for Nancy, her new hybrid virus is not infectious. As a result, she does not get an infection. Her transplant works out as she has hoped,
and the symptoms of Parkinson’s are fading.

(node 13). The probability that the patient will get in-
fected with the recombinant virus (node 18) depends
on the probability of recombination (node 15) and
on the ability of the patient’s immune system to de-
stroy the recombinant virus (node 16). That ability
lessens the more that the patient’s immune system is
suppressed (node 6) and the more the pig virus has
been genetically modified (node 4) to have human
properties (node 5), both changes that may be made
to avoid organ rejection.

Participants in the scenario condition received
three scenarios incorporating the model’s variables
and relationships, with added context and detail. The
scenarios, which the expert panel also reviewed, told
of (1) Rudolph, who received porcine pancreatic cells
for his type 1 diabetes, (2) Edith, who received a
porcine lung, and (3) Nancy, who received porcine
brain cells to mitigate Parkinson’s disease (Table I).
Güvenç(42) presents the full scenarios and their map-
ping onto the model. Each variable appeared in each
scenario, with different values. Edith’s was the only
scenario in which a human and a porcine influenza
virus recombined and caused an infection. The pa-

tients in the other two scenarios did not become in-
fected with a recombined virus.

The combination condition presented all materi-
als used in the model and the scenario conditions.

2.3. Procedure

Participants were randomly assigned to the
model, scenario, or combination condition. Half of
the combination group received the model first and
then the scenarios; half received these materials in
the reverse order. Participants had 15 minutes to
study the materials, before answering questions.

Participants kept the materials before them
when answering the questions, as in an open-book
examination. Before starting to answer, participants
were asked to “please look at the clock and write
down what time it is.” This question was repeated at
the end of the questions, allowing us to assess how
long participants took to complete the survey.

The first four questions asked for ratings of
the clarity of the materials on a scale ranging
from 1 (extremely unclear) to 7 (extremely clear).
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These questions included “how well did this mate-
rial present the topic to you?” and “based on what
you know now, how clear, do you think, is the risk
of infection to a transplant patient for scientists?”
The next question asked participants to make pol-
icy judgments about xenotransplantation, on a rating
scale from −3 (it should definitely be banned) to 3
(it should definitely proceed), with its midpoint, 0
(“I don’t care”). The questions asking participants to
rate the clarity of the materials and to make policy
judgments about xenotransplantation were repeated
after participants had completed all other questions
and, presumably, thought about xenotransplantation
in greater depth.

After a general warm-up question (not analyzed
here), 14 open-ended questions asked participants to
identify direct causes and effects of specific variables.
For example, a question about causes asked, “What
are the factors that most directly affect whether a pa-
tient’s immune system can destroy a pig virus?”; a
question about effects asked, “What factors are most
directly affected by the degree that the pig virus looks
human?”

Next, the survey posed seven questions, asking
participants to predict the direction of influences, or
how changing one (or more) variable(s) would influ-
ence another variable. For example, the first question
asked: “How would an increase in the compatibility
of a pig virus and a human virus affect the chances
that they will recombine to make a new virus?” A 7-
point rating scale was labeled at 1 (it would decrease
a lot), 4 (no predictable difference), and 7 (it would
increase a lot).

Participants then read a scenario beginning,
“Suppose your mother is a patient who has been
waiting hopelessly for a kidney transplant for more
than a year” and ending with the mother agreeing to
receive the kidney of a genetically modified pig. Par-
ticipants were then asked to write a scenario “about
what might go wrong after she receives the pig kid-
ney, based on what you have learned from the study
material.”

Participants then produced probability judg-
ments, on a scale ranging from 0% (no chance) to
100% (certainty). They judged the probability that
(a) a recombination event will successfully occur be-
tween a pig and a human virus in a transplant patient;
(b) a pig virus and a human virus that are biologically
compatible for recombination will infect the same
cell in a transplant patient and will recombine to form
a new virus; (c) a pig virus and a human virus that are
biologically compatible for recombination will infect

the same cell but will fail to recombine to form a new
virus; (d) a transplant patient who has received an an-
imal organ will get infected with a recombinant virus;
(e) a transplant patient will get infected with a recom-
binant virus, as described in a detailed story.

Finally, participants answered demographic
questions about their age, gender, education level,
organ donor status, and pork consumption. Partici-
pants were paid $15 and left their email address to
be eligible for an additional award of $50 that would
be awarded to participants with the 10 best scores.

2.4. Analyses

When several dependent variables address a
common topic, we report average responses and
Cronbach’s alpha,(43) a measure of internal consis-
tency. Dependent variables based on open-ended re-
sponses were coded by two independent judges, one
of the co-authors and an undergraduate research as-
sistant. Kappa (κ) scores reflect interjudge agree-
ment, corrected for chance. Pearson correlations re-
flect relationships between overall scores based on
these codes (explained below). The analyses used the
codes produced by the co-author.

One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was
used to examine most differences among the three
conditions (model, scenarios, and combined). A
repeated-measures ANOVA compared clarity rat-
ings and judgments about xenotransplantation be-
fore and after answering all other questions. Effects
that passed α = 0.10 were followed by post hoc Tukey
tests, comparing each of the three conditions.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Experimental Check

The three conditions did not significantly dif-
fer in terms of participants’ age, F(2, 146) = 51.21,
p = 0.63; or percentages of females, χ2 = 3.70, p =
0.16; organ donors, χ2 = 0.67, p = 0.72; pork eaters,
χ2 = 4.83, p = 0.09; or those having received a post
undergraduate education, χ2 = 1.98, p = 0.37.

3.2. Ease of Processing

3.2.1. Time

Participants spent just over half an hour an-
swering the survey questions in each condition,
F(2, 140) = 0.80, p = 0.45. Means appear in Row 1 of
Table II.
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Table II. Mean (SD) for
Dependent Measures

Measure Graphic Model Structured Scenarios Combination

Ease of processing
Time needed

Minutes 32.8 (6.02) 33.5 (7.04) 31.8 (6.70)
Clarity of materials (1–7)

Rated at the beginning of the survey 4.24 (0.89) 4.50 (0.84) 4.59 (0.98)
Rated at the end of the survey 4.23 (1.13) 4.56 (0.93) 4.70 (1.17)

Depth of understanding
Identifying direct causes and effects

Sensitivity (% listed correctly) 0.80 (0.25)s 0.25 (0.11) 0.68 (0.29)s

Specificity (% correctly unlisted) 0.98 (0.04)s 0.92 (0.03) 0.96 (0.03)s

Direction of influence
Percent correct 0.72 (0.18) 0.68 (0.17) 0.73 (.14)

Scenario generation
Number of words 62.9 (30.1) 69.3 (34.6) 62.8 (26.3)
Number of variables 4.45 (2.74) 5.62 (3.07) 5.39 (2.97)

Evaluations of xenotransplantation
Risk judgments (0–100%) 34.2 (16.1) 47.0 (16.6)m 42.3 (18.5)
Policy judgments (−3 to 3)

Before survey 0.35 (1.36) 0.86 (1.29) 0.22 (1.61)
After survey 0.33 (1.46) 0.50 (1.42) 0.10 (1.63)

m = significantly higher than model condition; s = significantly higher than scenarios
condition.

3.2.2. Clarity of Materials

Internal consistency in responses to the four
questions about the clarity of materials was α = 0.72
at the beginning of the survey and α = 0.78 at the
end. We used each participant’s mean rating at each
time in subsequent analyses (Table II, Rows 2 and
3). There was no significant interaction between the
materials provided (models, scenarios, or both) and
the timing of the ratings (at the beginning vs. the
end of the survey), F(1, 145) = 0.50, p = 0.48. There
was a marginal difference in ratings of the materi-
als, F(2, 145) = 2.62, p = 0.08, with the model rated
as marginally less clear than the combination, Tukey
95% CI = (−0.40, 0.18), p = 0.07, but no significant
difference between clarity ratings for the model and
scenarios, Tukey 95% CI = (−0.29, 0.18), p = 0.26,
or for the combined and scenario conditions, Tukey
95% CI = (−0.12, 0.18), p = 0.80. There was no sig-
nificant difference between clarity ratings given at
the beginning versus the end of the survey.

3.3. Depth of Understanding

3.3.1. Identifying Direct Causes and Effects

As reflected in the Kappa statistic, the two coders
showed high agreement in deciding whether spe-
cific variables were mentioned in participants’ open-
ended responses (κ = 0.97). Based on these codes,
we computed two test-diagnosticity scores for each

participant.(44) Sensitivity reflects the proportion of
cause and effect variables that were correctly iden-
tified, among those that should have been identified.
Specificity reflects the proportion of correctly identi-
fied cause and effect variables, among those that the
participant listed. Both scores avoid rewarding par-
ticipants for simply listing many variables. The values
of these scores range between 0 and 1, with higher
values reflecting better performance.

Scores computed from the two judges’ codes
were highly correlated, with Pearson correlations be-
ing 0.85 for sensitivity, 0.74 for specificity. Cronbach’s
α for the test-diagnosticity scores computed across
the 14 questions about causes and effects revealed
high internal consistency (α = 0.94 for sensitivity;
α = 0.90 for specificity). As a result, we com-
puted mean sensitivity and specificity scores across
questions (Table II, Rows 4 and 5). Two sepa-
rate ANOVAs revealed a significant effect of the
presented materials on both sensitivity, F(2,146) =
77.61, p < 0.001), and specificity, F(2,146) = 40.09,
p < 0.001. As predicted, both scores were signifi-
cantly better for those receiving the model than for
those receiving the scenarios, Tukey 95% CI = (0.43,
0.65), p < 0.001 for sensitivity, Tukey 95% CI = (0.04,
0.07), p < 0.001 for specificity.

Scores for the combination condition fell in be-
tween. For sensitivity, scores were significantly bet-
ter for the model than for the combination, Tukey
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95% CI = (0.01, 0.23), p < 0.05, and for the combina-
tion than for the scenario, Tukey 95% CI = (−0.53,
−0.32), p < 0.001. Specificity scores were better for
the combination than for the scenario, Tukey 95%
CI = (−0.06, −0.03), but scores for the combina-
tion and the model were similar, Tukey 95% CI =
(0.00, 0.03), p = 0.22. Performance in the combina-
tion condition was significantly better than in the sce-
nario condition, Tukey 95% CI = (−0.53, −0.32),
p < 0.001 for sensitivity, Tukey 95% CI = (−0.06,
−0.03), p < 0.001, for specificity.

3.3.2. Direction of Influences

Responses were scored as correct (0) or incorrect
(1). Cronbach’s alpha, which reduces to KR-20(45) for
dichotomous items, was low (α = 0.13). The overall
score did not significantly differ between participants
receiving the three sets of materials (see Table II),
F(2,146) = 1.30, p = 0.28, nor did any individual item
included in the overall score (p > 0.05). Overall, for
about 70% of our questions, participants could dis-
cern the direction in which a variable’s value was in-
fluenced by changes in the value of another variable.

3.3.3. Scenario Generation

The number of words in each scenario (Table II,
Row 9) was derived with the “word count” function
in Word. Two independent judges coded whether
each model variable was present in each generated
scenario, with the Kappa statistic showing their high
agreement (κ = 0.88). There was also a high corre-
lation (r = 0.90, p < 0.001) in the number of differ-
ent model variables that the two judges identified in
the scenarios. Contrary to our prediction, ANOVAs
found no significant effect of the presented materials
on the length of participants’ scenarios, F(2,146) =
0.76, p = 0.47, or number of variables described,
F(2, 146) = 2.15, p = 0.12. On average, participants
produced scenarios with about 65 words, mention-
ing 5 of the 18 variables in the expert assessment
(Table II, Row 10).

3.4. Evaluations of Xenotransplantation

3.4.1. Risk Judgments

The five probability judgments showed good in-
ternal consistency (α = 0.76). Table II shows mean
judgments (Row 6). An ANOVA revealed a signif-
icant effect of presented materials, F(2,145) = 6.97,
p < 0.01. As predicted, scenario recipients saw much

higher probabilities of problems than did model
recipients, Tukey 95% CI = (−21.09, −4.62), p <

0.001. Probability judgments in the combination con-
dition were in the middle, not significantly different
from those in either the model condition, Tukey 95%
CI = (−16.35, 0.04), p = 0.05, or the scenarios condi-
tion, Tukey 95% CI= (−3.37, 12.77), p = 0.35.

3.4.2. Policy Judgments

There was no significant main effect of presented
materials on judgments about xenotransplantation
across ratings provided before and after completing
the survey, F(2,145) = 1.72, p = 0.18. Across con-
ditions presenting different sets of materials, these
ratings were significantly lower after answering the
questions than before, F(1,145) = 7.49, p < 0.01.
There was a marginal interaction between presented
materials and before versus after ratings, F(2,146) =
2.72, p = 0.07, with the decline in ratings being
significant for the scenarios condition t(49) = 3.40,
p < 0.01 but not the others (p > 0.10).

4. DISCUSSION

Although models are often used to communi-
cate to experts, they are uncommon in communica-
tions targeting lay people.(30) Here, we empirically
compared the responses of educated lay people to
three strategic alternatives for communicating the
complex, uncertain risk of a xenotransplantation pa-
tient becoming infected with a recombinant virus: (1)
a graphic model, (2) three structured scenarios, and
(3) both model and scenarios. The model and scenar-
ios presented the same variables and relationships,
based on the expert assessment of Fig. 1.

We evaluated participants’ responses to these
communication materials in terms of (1) ease of pro-
cessing, (2) depth of understanding, and (3) evalua-
tion of xenotransplantation. Model recipients did at
least as well as scenario recipients on every measure.

Ease of processing was measured by the time
needed to answer questions about the materials and
by ratings of their clarity. There were no signifi-
cant differences, suggesting that recipients worked
equally hard to understand the three kinds of mate-
rial and felt equally (and moderately) positive about
them. Thus, materials covering the same variables
and relationships appeared equally accessible, in all
three presentation modes.

Depth of understanding was measured by how
well recipients could (a) identify the direct causes
and effects of key variables, (b) understand the
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effects of changes in variables on contingent vari-
ables, and (c) produce scenarios describing xeno-
transplantation risks. Although these measures were
chosen to capture expected strengths of the model
(a, b) and scenarios (c), the performance of model
and scenario recipients differed on only one measure.
As predicted, model recipients could better identify
the causes and effects of focal variables, presumably
because the model showed these relations explicitly,
whereas scenario recipients had to extract them.

Despite being better able to identify cause-effect
relationships, model recipients were no better at
identifying how a change in a focal variable influ-
enced the value of another variable. Two possible
methodological issues may obscure this test. One is
that our questions may have inadvertently communi-
cated the direction of influence, overriding whatever
participants had taken from the materials (i.e., “How
would an increase in the compatibility of a pig virus
and a human virus affect the chances that they will re-
combine to make a new virus?”). The second is that
performance on the seven items in this set showed
low internal consistency, making it a poor measure
for the underlying construct.

There were no significant differences between
the model and scenarios conditions on a measure that
we had expected to favor scenario recipients: gener-
ating a new scenario describing the risk of a xeno-
transplantation patient getting infected with a recom-
binant virus. Participants in the model and scenarios
conditions used as many words and included as many
variables.

As predicted, scenario recipients gave higher
probability judgments for xenotransplantation pa-
tients getting infected with a recombinant virus,
compared to model recipients. That occurred
even though only one of the three scenarios de-
scribed a xenotransplantation patient getting such an
infection—and the fact that other studies have found
that reading multiple scenarios with different end-
ings tends to reduce judged probabilities.(41) Perhaps
reading that concrete scenario made the risk easier
to imagine, compared to receiving just the abstract
model. However, because the actual probability of
these events is unknown, the accuracy of these in-
creased judgments cannot be evaluated.

After reading the materials, scenario and model
recipients made similar policy judgments about the
acceptability of xenotransplantation, while the sce-
nario recipients saw it as marginally less acceptable.
Thus, the scenarios seemed to have a stronger effect
after participants thought about the risks in greater
depth.

Overall, our results suggest a slight advantage
of a graphic model over narrative scenarios. The
model helped with identifying direct causes and ef-
fects, without requiring additional time, reducing the
judged clarity of materials, or affecting the ability
to produce risk scenarios. Without accepted scien-
tific estimates of the presented risks, the accuracy
of these risk judgments cannot be evaluated. How-
ever, model recipients’ superior performance sug-
gests that their lower risk judgments might mean that
this technology seems more appealing the better it is
understood.

Participants who received both the graphic
model and the scenarios performed at least as well, in
all respects, as those who received just the scenarios.
Thus, the chance to see things from both perspectives
outweighed any additional cognitive load.

4.1. Limitations and Implications

As detailed as they were, our materials did not
provide a comprehensive picture of xenotransplanta-
tion. Rather, they focused on one risk central to pol-
icy making: a patient getting infected with a trans-
missible recombined virus, creating the possibility of
a novel epidemic. Fully informed decisions will also
need to consider other patient infection pathways,
as well as the public health measures that could and
would be taken to reduce an infection’s spread. Our
materials also did not address ethical concerns, like
those raised above.(9,10) We believe that the meth-
ods used here to create and evaluate communications
could be applied to communicating these issues as
well. Although we would predict similar results re-
garding risk-related topics, ethical ones may be dif-
ferent. Speculatively, because of their vividness, sce-
narios may evoke deeper ethical concerns, whereas
models may suppress them.

Participants in this study were primarily
Carnegie Mellon University students, who are
younger, better educated, and more numerate than
the general public. In terms of what people think,
those who are less familiar with new technologies
might find xenotransplantation less acceptable. In
terms of how people think, we expect less-well-
educated individuals to show lower performance
overall. Less numerate individuals, who also tend
to be less well educated, have been found to trust
verbal information more than numeric information,
with the opposite being true for more numerate
individuals.(46) Whether that result would hold for
graphic models, which are abstract but not numeric,
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is a matter for further research, as is the question
of whether the combined condition would provide
more of a cognitive burden or greater opportunities
to find information in a useful format.

The public’s judgment of xenotransplantation,
and other innovative technologies, will depend on
the information that it receives. We offer a method
for creating authoritative communications designed
to complement recipients’ mental models for such
complex, open systems, as well as for evaluating their
success. Further research is needed to assess the abil-
ity to generalize this result to other audiences and
technologies. In its absence, the best strategy may be
to provide both formats, hoping that individuals will
choose what works best for them.
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